Department of Political Science
Program

Program Objectives

Program Specific Objectives

B.A Programme in By this program the students are
Political Science
educated in the core of Political
Science, including Politics, Political
science, comparative Governments,
fundamental right and duties they are
provided with a high quality education
in Political Science within an
environment committed to excellence
in both teaching and research. The
programme is oriented in such a way
that it helps students to prepare
themselves tackling problems of day to
day life. Human rights, Fundamental
Rights, Democratic awareness, public
opinion gives them voice to fight
against violence

Course
Semester-1
Core Course-1
Core Course-2

PSO1: To make students familiar
with the understandings of the
basic Theory of politics and political
Science.
PSO2: To Understand Human Rights
PSO3: To help students to
understand Comparative Politics
PSO4: To help students to
understand Government policy
PSO5: To provide a systemic
understanding of core of Indian
constitution
PSO6: To Understand International
Relations
PSO7: To grow the ability to gain
Interest in Public Opinion.
PSO8: To provide an intellectual
legal awareness of dowry, sexual
harassment and Violence Against
women.

Course Outcome
Political Theory- (Liberal Tradition) C-I: It forms an initial Concept about
politics, Right, Liberty, law and, democracy and their inter relationship.
Comparatives Politics -C-2: It gives basic ideas between comparatives
politics and Comparative Governments. Political Development, system
theory of David Easton also given here. Students will have a basic
understanding of the concepts and underlying principles of Dependency
Theory, Political Modernization and Political Development.

Semester-1I
Core Course-3

Core Course-4

Semester-1II
Core Course-5
Core Course-6

Political Theory (Socialist Tradition): It develops the Marxist Theory about
Politics, Theory of Revolution of Lenin and Marxian Theory of party system.

Comparative constitutional system: This paper compares leading
world constitutions and gives the students an insight into varied
constitutional systems and their respective merit and demerits.
Western Political Thought (Ancient and medieval) c5: Students can easily
understand the root of political Thought. It also helps the students to
understand Plato ‘Justice, Aristotle's ideas of constitution and Roman Law.

(Indian Political Thought):In Indian political thought we expound
the various phases, aspects of Indian leaders and it helps student to
have comprehensive idea about biographies of Indian leaders.

Core Course-7

(Political Sociology) The scope of political sociology is vast but one
specific purpose of studying this paper is to provide a better
understanding and knowledge of the existing society as a whole.

SEC-1

Democratic Awareness with Legal Litaracy-sec-1: It is very helpful to the
students. They can understand what their rights, duties is and also came
to know the dowry system sexual harassment, human right etc.

Semester-1V
Core Course-8

Modern Western Political thought: Study of political science remains
incomplete without studying western political thought. We must not
forget that through the works of eleven seminal political thinkers
who form the classical tradition (Plato, Aristotle, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Marx and others) the subject gained it's rich and
diverseness.

Core Course-9

Indian Governments and Politics-C9: Students can understand the making
of Indian Constitution, Fundamental Rights and Duties, role and function
of President, prime minister and Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha.

Core Course-10

Basic Theories of International Relations-: Students can understand the
basic concept of International Relations, collective security, Foreign policy
and Diplomacy.

SEC-2

Legislative Practice and Procedure-: Students have a deep understand
about role and function of various house of Parliament of India, Law
making procedure and Budgeting Procedure.

Semester-V
Core Course-11

World Politics: Organizations and Issues -Students have a deep
understanding of the World politics, cold War, Human Rights, UNO
Organization and functions, Terrorism, SARRC etc.

Core Course-12

Public administration is passing through a new and exciting phase of
market dominance and state shrinkage and the scope and nature of
the discipline is accordingly in a state of suspended animation. In the
long term those students who seek a public administration degree
may find a recording career where they make a difference in the
community and become an active part of government.

DSE-1

Human Rights Theory and Practice-: Students can understand deeply
about Human Rights- Legal side of Human Rights in Indian Constitution that
help them in future world.

DSE-2

Social Movement in Contemporary India: This paper narrates various
social movements having political impact. The social movement include the
peasant, tribal and environmental movements.

Semester-VI
Core Course-13

Local Government in West Bengal: The course gives an introduction to the
Rural Government in West Bengal, Empowerment of women in Local
Politics.

Core Course-14

Project C-14: Students are supposed to write project on their own under
the supervision of their teachers on any theme of Political science or allied
subjects. The project is meant to develop research aptitude and
independent thinking amongst the students.

DSE-3

Understanding Global Politics: It gives basic concept to the students about
global economy, poverty and Concept of State Economy.

DSE-4

Environmental Politics: Students will understand deeply Environmental
Pollution and their solution, green Governance .It helps them to
understand the Environmental Politics of the World and the concept of
sustainable Development.

